Energy distribution and redistribution and chemical reactivity. The generalized delta overlap-density method for ground state and electron transfer reactions: a new quantitative counterpart of electron-pushing.
A new approach to prediction of organic reactions and understanding of the electron flow involved in the reaction mechanisms is presented. The method developed permits comparison of electronic structures of species different in multiplicity, charge, and geometry based on use of spin- and charge-independent entities-"overlap corrected density matrices". The method utilizes the basis orbitals of one molecule A (e.g. reactant) in the computation of a second molecule, B, derived from the first by an approach to product. This then provides two Overlap-Density Matrices with a common set of basis (e.g. hybrid) orbitals. Subtraction of Overlap-Density Matrix B from Matrix A affords the Delta Overlap-Density Matrix. Each element of the Delta Overlap-Density matrix gives the change in electron population of a bond or of a single hybrid orbital. Molecule B may differ from A by the addition or loss of an electron, by stretching of a bond, by electronic excitation, or by some other perturbation. The Delta Overlap-Density matrices afford a detailed description of the reaction process and provide predictions of overall reactions including such subtleties as regiochemistry.